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ABSTRACT This research aims to highlight the 

unique existence of black women as they go on 

their daily lives in a land in which tyranny over 

women is still evident. Maya Angelou is a poet 

who presents the existence of being black, 

poor, and female. She speaks in a voice for 

oppressed African-American women and men 

as she says, that she: “writes for anyone in a 

cage”. Her political works are characterized by 

a spirit of survival and success, and she 

presents it with such eloquent singing. A close 

reading of Angelou’s poetry reveals themes 

grounded in racism, sexism, and class 

distinction. This study aims at reading the 

poetry of Angelou as a resistance to the racist 

and sexist prejudices that affected the African 

community. 
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Maya Angelou is considered one of the prominent African American 

poets in the last century. Black people; called the African American slaves 

had suffered a lot during the civil war; thus, Angelou defends them and 

herself in the poetry she wrote.  She chose to write in the form of 

autobiography in order to reflect her own experiences as an African 

American woman. As a feminist, she has done great job defending the rights 

of all black women. She has gained many rewards as an influential writer 

who affected literature and activism. (Krisna & Soelistyo 94). She was born 

in 1928. Her name was Marguerite Ann Johnson. She was born in St. Louis, 

Missouri. Her parents were divorced when she was too little. Her brother 

Bailey was a year older than her. Because he could not pronounce her name 

he said “Mya sister” instead of Maya The nick name was later shortened to 

Maya. Her name was then changed to Maya Angelou. (Kirkpatrick 2). Bailey 

and the little girl went to live with their grandmother for three years. Then, 

they returned back to spend the time with their mother to take care of them. 

Angelou established her literary reputation in the 1970‟s despite her 

desperate early years, and she progressively succeeded to be one of the 

prominent writers of the century (Malika 29). She wrote prose, poetry, 

screen plays, songs, short stories, and more. "In the 1950s also, she was 

"involved in the civil rights movement. In this period, Angelou and her son 

spent a number of years living in Cairo, Egypt and Ghana." All of the 

autobiographical works have been produced as adult looking through the 

eyes of the child and young woman who portrays the experience of a black, 

female individual who has had to find an Identity through the experiences 

she lived. (Naderi 4-5). Naderi claimed that Angelou was the first African 

American to be given the honor to write and read the poem for the 

inauguration of President Bill Clinton. She wrote “on the Pulse of Morning” 

1993 at the inauguration ceremony. She has received a lot of national and 

academic honors. She was granted the presidential Medal of the Arts in 

2000, she was also conceded her first privileged doctorate degree in 1975 

and finally in 2011, she was awarded the presidential Medal of freedom; the 

America’s highest civilian honor, by President Barak Obama. (5) 
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Come, rest here by my side. 

The Rock cries out to us today, 

You may stand upon me, 

But do not hide your face. 

Across the wall of the world, 

On the Pulse of Morning 

When Angelou was sent back to live with her mother, she was raped by 

her mother’s boyfriend. When she was asked about the rape accident in an 

interview, she declares:  

I was taken from my grandmother 

in Arkansas at seven to St Louis, and 

I stayed there with my mother’s 

people, and after a few months her 

boyfriend raped me. He was put in 

jail for one day and released, and a 

few days later the police came and 

told my maternal grandmother that 

he had been killed, and it seemed he 

had been kicked to death. At that 

moment I thought that my voice had 

killed him, so it was wise not to say 

anything at all, just in case my voice 

would go out and kill people. And so 

I stopped speaking. (On line) 

When Angelou began to write she was too old. She was forty one when 

her first autobiography was published. Her six autobiographies are 

considered her masterpieces through which crucial events are covered in 

American history such as the segregation in the South, the Second World 

War and the Movement of Civil Rights. Her first autobiography I Know 

Why the Caged Bird Sings (1970) shows portrait of her early life in the 

South; during the thirties and forties, “Gather Together in My Name” reflects 
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her life as a young woman. She struggles to provide a secure life for herself 

and her son. Singing’ and Swinging (1976) illustrates her young adult life in 

the 1950s. The Heart of a Woman (1980) narrates the roles of a wiser more 

mature mother in the 1960s. And All God’s Children (1986) examines her 

late experience in West Africa. Besides her five volumes of autobiography, 

Angelou wrote six collections of poetry which represent her experience in 

the world of African Americans. Her poetry also reflect her quest for self-

identity. She also has a presidential inaugural poem.  

Being African American, Angelou’s poetry reflects her identity, race, 

gender and culture. Maya Angelou has awarded many doctoral degrees 

although she did not attend college. She depicts her own experience, such as 

her “early trauma, young pregnancy and child birth, single motherhood, and 

continuous attempts to juggle work and child care” (Wedin 57). Malika 

asserts that as a black female, Angelou had faced several disappointments 

and dissatisfactions during her life, but she never gave up, instead, she hold 

on and defeat her failures. (30)  

In her poetry, Angelou tackles themes such as marginalization, 

oppression, discrimination and stereotyping. She also focuses on women’s 

situations; she addresses the eternal struggles that African Americans 

suffered in a segregated society. Her messages concerning human dignity 

and social equality make her one of the most phenomenal women. (Maria 

Rosan 8). Wongpinit assures that Angelou suffered from inferiority and 

humiliation when she was young as a result of racism. When she grows up, 

she still suffers as a black female. She recalls the past, and understands her 

situation in the present, and she bears in mind that she is responsible to 

defend not only her own rights, but also the rights of her people (123). 

Mumena Ghani states that: thematically, Angelou reveals mental, 

psychological and social aspects of Afro American culture. Angelou’s works 

deal with topics of adoration, of affection, dismissal, acknowledgment, racial 

contrasts. Angelou's literature investigates numerous points such as socio-

psychological inferiority, desire for liberation and socio-mental mediocrity, 

want for freedom and outrage against underestimation shapes. She 
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additionally researches the impact of the white's way of life on black values 

and esteems. (24) 

To underscore the importance of black women, Angelou argues that as 

black women were wage earners, they were equal with their men. They faced 

patriarchy like white women, however, black men did not consider them 

unnecessary in the public sphere such as white women who were told by 

their men that they were not needed. Hence, recently, black women are no 

more fighting for the right to work. It can be concluded that women’s 

movement is oriented towards white women, while womanists restrict 

themselves to gender concerns. (Z.Koyana 7-9). Angelou emphasizes the 

difference between black and white women’s roles in the period before the 

women’s movement. Angelou comments that black women have helped their 

husbands by working inside and outside the home. As a result, for Angelou 

black women are not totally powerless like their counterparts. For Angelou, 

the challenge of racial and class exploitation is a primary concern.  

As an African American author, Angelou reflects her own identity 

through depicting her culture, race and gender. Doing so, Angelou follows 

the black feminist movement whose aim is to liberate. As Wedin claimed, 

Angelou uses the word “Womanist” instead of “feminist”  (64). Black 

feminists aim at ending the political and economic oppression of black 

women. While feminism is fighting for gender equality and sexism, black 

feminism is fighting for both sexism and racism; black feminism in general 

is concerned with black women’s identity. Women have passed through 

various issues and problems; previously, they have no rights, they were 

ignored, abused neglected and rejected by men. Feminism makes them 

significant members in society as it totally changes the women’s image. Now 

women have important roles in society instead of being a puppet in the hands 

of men. Feminists have focused on the issues of the women of the middle 

class; they neglected the colored women of the lower class. While feminists 

resist against the male domination and fight, “Angelou espouses a version of 

feminism called Womanism. This is an afro-centric feminist practice 

encouraging co-operation with men in the struggle against racial and 
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economic exploitation. As a theory, Womanism is applicable both in the 

African context, where communities are slowly recovering from the 

destruction caused by colonialism and imperialism and in the African 

American context with its history of slavery and continuing racial 

oppression. “(Siphokazi Z.Koyana 4) 

Angelou has been married several times but none of them survived. She 

does not like to be bound with man in a relationship. “Angelou's notion of 

oppression of woman produces the image which leads to truncated life based 

on her pride on gender and her individual being with reference to poverty, 

illiteracy, silence and traditional boundaries” (Ghani 10).  Angelou disagrees 

with the nature that supposes man should be in charge. With frustration she 

says " I wanted to be a wife and  to create a beautiful home to make my man 

happy , but there was more to live than being a diligent maid with a 

permanent pussy" (Angelou 143)  

"Since you're black, you have to hope for the 

best, be prepared for the worst, and always know that 

anything happen" 

Her poetry is also an effort to show how the black women are seeking 

to survive against masculinity in addition to whites' hatred of blacks. (Ghani 

1) African American female authors illustrate in their works the result of 

social, psychological and economic experiences. For Maya Angelou, she 

struggles for her own identity, which reveals how she sacrifices herself for 

her family, community and race. Maya Angelou illustrates in her essay 

"They Came to Stay" that black women in the United States have lived 

through cruel and horrible conditions. (Wongpinit 11-13) Naderi states that 

Angelou’s creative writing and poetry especially that outstanding 

autobiographies which brought her international recognition. Much of 

Angelou's poetry expresses themes common to the life experiences of many 

African American women. All images of black women in her poetry share 

some common features. (2)      
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Maya lost security and sense of belonging when she was separated 

from her father and mother. She was only three, but she never forget this 

displacement moreover, she never regain the sense of security. “Her 

displacement from her family is not only an emotional handicap but is 

compounded by an equally unsettling sense of racial and geographic 

displacement”. Racial prejudice in Stamps limit the lives of Angelou and her 

brother; they were alienated: "If growing up is painful for the Southern Black 

girl, being aware of her displacement is the rust on the razor that threatens 

the throat." It was difficult for a little black girl to endure all this pain. (2) 

"I saw only her power and strength. She was taller than any woman in 

my personal world, and her hands were so large they could span my head 

from ear to ear."  

"I would always wear pretty aprons and my son would play in the Little 

League. My husband would come home (he looked like Curly) and smoke 

his pipe in the den as I made cookies for the Scouts meeting," or "We would 

live quietly in a pretty little house and I'd have another child, a girl, and the 

two children (whom he'd love equally) would climb over his knees and I 

would make three layer caramel cakes in my electric kitchen until they went 

off to college." "With my courage added to his own, he would succeed in 

bringing the ignominious white rule in South Africa to an end. If I didn't 

already have the qualities he needed, then I would just develop them. 

Infatuation made me believe in my ability to create myself into my lover's 

desire." It was a miracle that after all what Maya Angelou endured, she 

survived, struggled, graduated from college, found the job she dreamt of, and 

continued on her way toward success.  

According to Sarah Gamble, feminism seeks gender equality. Although 

feminist concerns may cover both genders, women have the large part of its 

discourse. (47) Rosan argued that two adjectival derivations emerged from 

the words men and women; which are: feminine and masculine, and female 

and male. Feminine and masculine are used to refer to social and cultural 
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constructions while the adjectives female and male represent biological 

constructions. (9) 

Rosan suggests that: 

As we towards a society that is increasingly diverse 

regarding religious affiliations, sexual orientations, and 

ethnic backgrounds, it is necessary to recognize and accept 

differences among people, the intersectional feminist 

theory calls into attention this particular issue of acceptance 

that has been a problem for a long time even inside 

feminist movements. To understand intersectional 

feminist’s claims, a short history of race and gender 

representation that highlights the main stages of the black 

intellectual theory is necessary, for more understanding to 

the links and differences between black intellectuals’ 

claims (9). 

The difference between human beings brings the issue of race from 

which emerges the term Racism. As Sunday noted, “Racism means that a 

group’s physical characteristics determine their superiority” (44). African 

Americans experienced racial discrimination in the United States. The lower 

class feel inferior to the superior upper-class; from which class distinction 

has emerged. Gender discrimination means that men are better than women, 

children learn this early as Eckert et al note: 

From the time they are very young, most kids have 

learned to desire that perfectly matched partner of the other 

sex. Girls develop a desire to look up at a boyfriend. A girl 

begins to see herself leaning against his shoulder, him 

having to lean down to kiss her, or to whisper in her ear. 

She learns to be scared so she can have him protect her, she 

learns to cry so he can dry her tears. Girls put on large 

men’s shirts to emphasize their smallness. Learning to be 

male or female involves learning to look and act in 

particular ways, learning to participate in particular ways in 
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relationships and communities, and learning to see the 

world from a particular perspective. (17-18) 

Eckert et al mean that, on the level of labor, gender attributes domestic 

work for women; as they bear children and nurture them. On the other hand, 

it attributes the public realm to men; as they are responsible to control the 

means of production. On the level of sexual division, gender attributes jobs 

that are extensions to domestic work to women that involve service roles; 

such as teachers and nurses (24-25).  

  E.Phields assume that racism and sexism also participate in shaping 

gender roles ideology and personality traits of women, especially, black 

women. Racial oppression denied African American Women the ability to 

conform to societal standards. Racist and sexiest forces shaped black 

women’s culture from the traditional norms and they had to change their 

roles from traditional norm to survive the harsh societal and environmental 

forces; their roles evolved from a history of oppression and slavery. African 

American women deviated from the traditional gender roles to ensure the 

survival of their families, thus, they acquire characteristics of both 

masculinity and femininity. (14-15) 

African American women can survive and endure hard labor because 

they have physical strength. The strength is also found in their emotions as 

they are sacrificing. They are capable of assuming responsibilities for 

sustaining her family through harsh social and economic conditions, they are 

even stronger than black men. To survive, black women must remain strong 

and show love, regardless of what happens to her, or what she faces; they are 

proud of this strength. (E.Phields 21) 

  Angelou’s works describe mothers and grandmothers and other 

notable women and a strong and tenacious they play strong role in gender 

socialization. Black women also acquire another masculine characteristic 

which is self-reliance. It is a non-traditional gender role trait for women. 

Black women are socialized to take care of their families and themselves 

without a man is not around. (E.Phields 24)  
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African Americans are prisoned in Racism; they cannot get self-

realization. They are always represented as uncivilized, barbaric and 

inferiors. This study aimed at reading poetry of Angelou as a resistance to 

racist and sexist prejudice es affected the African American community. 

In an interview, Angelou was asked about the importance of knowing 

oneself and she replied: 

“We may encounter many defeats, but we must not be defeated. It may even 

be necessary to encounter the defeat, so that we can know who we are, so that we 

can see, oh, that happened, and I rose. I did not run away. I rose right when I’d 

been knocked down. And then that’s how  you get to know yourself” (Angelou) 

Angelou is worried about the oppression on the African American 

women who are considered victims of sexism and racism. According to 

Guha” Racism is in discriminatory treatment of a sect of people by the other 

in the context of America, the black people are deemed to be inferior, 

uncivilized in comparison to the white people who are considered to be the 

epitome of civilization , superiority and beauty “(49). 

In school days, she was not the ideal girl; boys annoyed her because of 

being ugly according to their view but now she is no more afraid of them. 

She said: 

That new class room where 

Boys all pull my hair 

Kissy little girls 

With their hair in curls 

They don't frighten me at all 

In this poem, she gathers all the things in her life that she has to 

overcome. Whatever she encountered in her life, she has not to be afraid. She 

reinforces this idea at the end of each stanza. "life doesn't frighten me at all". 

She also refers here to discrimination, crime, pain, prejudice, and all the 

negative emotions that she had to face. "I just smile, they go wild" smiling is 

a starting point to her to face all her fears. Fear to Angelou is like an enemy; 
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she reminds herself all the time that she can fight and defeat whatever stops 

in front of her; fighting back, resistance, and protest are steps to defeat the 

fear. 

The dehumanizing representations of women place them in domestic 

sphere. The poem ”woman work” explores the roles the patriarchal order 

assigned to females because of their gender.” I have got the children to tend” 

Angelou also addresses women’s suffering and painful lives in her poetry. In 

her poems equality and remembrance she wrote: 

                                                Cause I laugh like I’ve got 

Diggin in my own backyard 

You may shoot me with your word 

You may cut me with your eyes 

You may kill me with your hatefulness 

She depicts the bitterness of being treated unfairly; she reveals 

inferiority.  Women are engaged in domestic work. They attend the children 

and husband. She is also forced to perform her duties as a sweeper, caretaker 

and a Gardner. Activities a female have to do involve her attending to others 

not to herself. Her life is not her own. In an interview with Angelou, she was 

asked about her mother and what she had learned from her, she answered:” 

she admits that writing poetry is one of the most challenging professions she 

has taken on” she says also “I’ve listened to an inner voice and had enough 

courage to try unknown things. Asking Angelou about courage she 

concludes that: I’ve seen evidence of kindness and generosity and those have 

been the turning points in my life which confirmed my belief in my printing 

to be kind and generous. Women are only treated as mothers, daughters, and 

wives. They can do housework. However, Angelou shows that women are 

not at the margins but they are strong and can work side by side with men. 

Colonization era has brought slavery which had a disastrous effect on 

African- American s especially women because women were physically and 

sexually harassed by their masters. 
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Angelou focuses on themes of resistance and marginalization 

Resistance for Angelou is a process of cultural liberation. She draws an 

image of the racist domination and how this affects the marginalized people 

both through brutal racism and sexual abuse. In other words, black women 

struggle not only against masculine prejudice but also the hatred of whites. 

Angelou resisted against racism to achieve the dream of her ancestors; 

they struggled and fought for freedom. Angelou, the black American woman, 

living in South; survived and succeed to reward her them. They lived in a 

society where only white beauty is praised; comparing herself to the white 

beauty, Angelou feels she is ugly and unattractive.  Thus, she feels inferior.  

Racism and discrimination is also found in the bad treatment of black 

Americans. They are humiliated and badly treated in all aspects of life. They 

were also isolated and segregated in schools and restaurants. The black 

Americans lived in Stamps Arkansas in 1930s and 1940s were humiliated 

under the social, economic and political white power. Maya Angelou stated: 

“In Stamps the segregation was so complete that most of Black children 

didn’t really, absolutely know what whites looked like.” (27)  

She wrote “Since there was no Negro dentist in Stamps, nor doctor 

either, for that matter, Momma had dealt with previous toothaches by pulling 

them out.” (36 Malika).  

In a poem” life doesn’t frighten me”, she speaks about Racism. The 

speaker talks about oppression brought about by racism. Here, oppression 

touches both males and females 

 

Shadows on a wall 

Noises down the wall 

Life doesn’t frighten me at all 

Bad dog barking loud……. 
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The speaker wants to say that the oppression which frighten her is only 

dream. Despite all the obstacles she says that African Americans should 

come out of their fears of repression. Angelou is conscious about the “race” 

as faced by blackness. The essential difference lies in the shape, language, 

accent, color, skin. These are signs to be inferiors. Through her poetry, 

Angelou depicts the gaps between whites and blacks. (Ghani and Vaz 102). 

Angelou’s poems also proves that black females are struggling to free 

themselves from patriarchal subjugation. As racism is a dominant theme in 

Angelou’s poetry, the research proves that black women have struggled not 

only against racism of whites but also the racism of black males.  

Throughout history, sexism and gender roles in society has been a 

greatly debated topic. The Women’s Rights Movement and other movements 

worked against the appointment of gender roles and sexiest beliefs. It is 

noticeable that gender roles and Sexism are central themes in the works of 

Maya Angelou. The poem “men” Angelou positively portrays the image of 

women Angelou irls in sexual acts exposes the experiences of African 

American females. She shows how  men engage under aged girls in sexual 

actions. “When I think about myself” is another poem dealing with Racism 

maya explores the humiliation she experienced when she works for children.  

60 years in this folk world 

The child I work for call me girl 

I say yes ma’m 

For walking sake 

Too proud to .. 

Too poor to break 

Because of her race she is seen as inferior and doesn’t deserve respect. 

African Americans are referred to as inferiors, barbaric and uncivilized Guha 

asserts that” the victimhood of the black woman is more serious as she is 

repressed on the dual grounds of her race and gender. . Angelou’s poetry is a 
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resistance to the racist and sexist prejudices and it calls for equality and 

justice. 

Ria Risky claims that Angelou highlights the idea of Racism as she was 

an African-American activist. Racism deals with "slavery, discrimination, 

segregation hegemony prejudice and stereotypes and class struggle."(Risky 

2015). Through diction, imagery, and choice of words, Angelou has 

highlighted the theme of Racism; the poem "Still I Rise" is one of the most 

inspiring poems in regard of Racism. In this poem, Angelou recalls the past 

of her ancestors who suffered from slavery and oppression. As a strong, 

powerful woman, she intends to leave the past behind and look forward to 

the future. 

African Americans are prisoned in Racism; they cannot get self-

realization. They are always represented as uncivilized, barbaric and 

inferiors. This study aimed at reading poetry of Angelou as a resistance to 

racist and sexist prejudice es affected the African American community. 

In an interview, Angelou was asked about the importance of knowing 

oneself and she replied: 

“We may encounter many defeats, but we must not be defeated. It may even 

be necessary to encounter the defeat, so that we can know who we are, so that we 

can see, oh, that happened, and I rose. I did not run away. I rose right when I’d 

been knocked down. And then that’s how you get to know yourself” (Angelou) 

Angelou is worried about the oppression on the African American 

women who are considered victims of sexism and racism. According to 

Guha” Racism is in discriminatory treatment of a sect of people by the other 

in the context of America, the black people are deemed to be inferior, 

uncivilized in comparison to the white people who are considered to be the 

epitome of civilization , superiority and beauty “(49). 

The research proves that Angelou asserts and recommends that black 

women can only attain their independence through work and education 

instead of childbearing and housework. Her poetry shows her sense of racist 

oppression that African American have been subjected to. She is also aware 
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of sexist oppression that she realizes through her own experience. As she 

was a victim of sexual abuse when she was a child. She also worked as a 

prostitute for two years. Angelou’s poetry exposes and resists both sexism 

and racism. She believes that gender inequity will not be achieved unless we 

get rid first of racial inequality. The researcher concludes that women are 

able to behave like men, simply, because women, although considered as 

powerless social group, they can have the same values and strategies of men.  

The quest for identity formation has been a recurrent theme in African 

American writings. The African American writers in their works encourage 

black people to fight domination and assert themselves from subjugation. 

Angelou, in her poetry, deals with African-American males and females who 

are victims of racism, sexism and class oppression, whom she considered a 

result of colonization. . Angelou also reveals the bad conditions of black 

women who suffer from subjugation by both white and black men. Children 

implies the "physical limitations on Black women's mobility" (Collins 105) 

(Jana Drešerova 38) 

                           On the other hand, Angelou has also experienced unfair and 

violent situations in her life. She could not ignore this harsh reality. Instead, 

she did not give up on hope. One of those experiences was the rape she 

survived at the age of eight; she became silent, thinking that uttering the 

name of her rapist would cause his murder. She found her voice again 

through poetry and literature. This is clearly evident in her poem: Leaving  

Behind nights of terror and fear 

I rise 

Into a daybreak that's wondrously clear 

I rise  

 (Still I Rise) 
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 Angelou is inspired by her ancestors' long history of resistance, this build up 

her strong personality. Her ancestors have dreamt to achieve freedom and she is 

proud to feel herself part of that freedom as she describes herself "the dream and 

the hope".  

Bringing the gifts that my ancestors gave, 

I am the dream and the hope of the slave. 

I rise 

I rise 

 (CCPS 164) 

Throughout history, the whites maltreated and oppressed black people as 

shown by Angelou in the following lines: 

Out of the huts of the history's shame 

I rise 

Up from a past that's rooted in the pain 

I rise 

I'm a black ocean ,leaping and wide, 

Welling and swelling I bear in the tide. 

(Still I Rise) 

               The poem is an example of African-American oppression. She 

shows how she determines to resist the fact of being a victim of oppression. 

She rejects the way her ancestors were portrayed in history. Instead, she will 

Rise, resist and fight. The poet likens herself to the sun and moon which rise 

in spite of everything.  Angelou was born to live a poor life; however, she 

would act as if she is a rich person "oil wells" Rather than being defeated, 

she would laugh and rise, 

Did you want see me broken? 

Bowed head and lowered eyes? 

Shoulders falling down like teardrops, 
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Weakened by my soulful cries? 

Although there is no more enslavement, still in deep in her soul, she suffers 

from Racism. 

Out of the huts of history's shame 

I rise 

Up from a past that's rooted in pain 

I rise 

I'm a black ocean, leaping and wide, 

Welling and swelling I bear in the tide. 

        Although blacks have suffered, black women in particular have 

experienced more suffering and oppression. This is shown clearly in 

Angelou's move form generalizing in the beginning of the poem talking 

about slavery in Americans history to speak about to the continued racism of 

women  

Does my sexiness upset you? 

Does it come as a surprise 

That I dance like I've got diamonds 

At the meeting of my thighs? 

In this stanza, Angelou clarifies the whites’ standards of beauty, however, she 

is so proud of herself and reflects upon this by stating that: 

'Cause I walk like I've got oil wells 

Pumping in my living room. 

 

She affirms that she walks like someone who is very wealthy and rich. 

As most African American poets, Angelou refused to be marginalized; her 

poetry is a call for liberty and a trial to fight slavery. Angelou has 

experienced a lot of traumas but again and again she rises and resists. In her 

poem "And Still I Rise" , Angelou says:  
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Out of the huts of history is shame 

I Rise 

Up from a past that's rooted in pain 

I Rise 

I am a Black Ocean, leaping and wide, 

Welling and swelling I bear in the tide 

(Still I Rise) 

  Here, she is not only speaking about herself but also about her 

ancestors, the oppressed black women. She tries to shed light on the 

experience of black women and their suffering. In these lines, Angelou 

represents herself as a bird who wants to fly seeking freedom. Like a bird, 

she feels she is caged; however, she does not give up. She repeats that she 

will Rise in spite of the long journey of suffering and resistance. Angelou 

emphasizes the themes of prejudice, discrimination, and Racism that black 

women have experienced. She announces her refusal of slavery and 

inferiority. 

In her poem” the calling of names” Angelou reveals the general 

experience of Racism that African American females had lived. Racism is 

well revealed in this poem, it is a very good example of black oppression. It 

introduces the image of the abused African-American male. African-

Americans did not have an identity they have no names other than those 

different names ascribed to them by the white oppressors. (Taghreed 

Hamed43) 

 

He went to being called a colored man 

After answering to ‘hey, nigger” 

Now that’s a big jump 

Anyway you figger 
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African-Americans lost their respect and dignity. They also lose their 

identity as shown in the poem ”Still I rise” Angelou, in this poem speaks 

about injustice faced by blacks. This horrible experience does not bother her 

on contrary, she asserts” I’ll rise” and she repeats it more than one time.  

She encourages black women not to give up as she confidently asserts:” 

Just like moons and like 

Suns with the certainty of tides 

Just like hopes springing high 

Still I rise(163) 

Racism is a central theme and can be found in most of Angelou's 

poetry. She speaks about the white racists who burnt the homes and 

properties of the black people. In the poem "Riot 60s" 

Lightening: a hundred watts 

Detroit, Newark and New York 

Screeching nerves, exploding minds 

Lives tied to 

A Policeman's whistle 

Racists actually don’t feel with their hearts or see with their eyes. They 

are always blind to the truth. They easily kill and murder the black people.  

National guard nervous with his shiny gun 

Goose the motor quicker 

Here's my nigga picka 

Shoot him in the belly 

Shoot him while he run 

Racist people are always cruel; they deal with black people as if their 

lives are worthless and cheap. 
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"And Still I Rise" is one of the most inspiring poems in regard of 

Racism. Angelou recalls the past of her ancestors who suffered from slavery, 

enslavement and oppression. All the time, Angelou is criticizing the 

oppression Blacks faced in the past and she encourages the African 

Americans to accept their identities. 

The poem "Faces" Is another example of Racism 

            In the poem, Angelou addresses the African American people 

"Breathe, Brother, and displace a moment's hate with organized love” In her 

poem: "Still I Rise" she intends to leave the past behind and look forward to 

the future. 

Leaving behind nights of terror and fear 

I Rise 

Into a daybreak that's wondrously clear 

I Rise 

As Angelou's ancestors succeeded to scarify, resist, and survive. Now 

she is the dream that they could not achieve in the past. She says: 

Bringing the gifts that my ancestors gave, 

I am the draw and the hope of the slave 

I Rise 

I Rise 

I Rise     

     The image of the black female is repeated in Angelou's poetry. She 

talks about the dehumanization of the black female by the white community. 

"Our Grand Mother" is a poem that talks about the black female. Black 

females were objectified and sexually abused, they were also deprived of 

their humanity. (Surra Sami 53) in the poem "Our Grand Mothers" Angelou 

shows how women were treated in African American society. 

She heard the names, 
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swirling ribbons in the wind of history: 

nigger, nigger bitch, heifer, 

mammy, property, creature, ape, baboon, 

whore, hot tail, thing, it. 

She said, But my description cannot 

fit your tongue, for 

                  A black woman was called "creature, ape, baboon, whore, 

hot tail and thing" In a trial to dehumanize her. Angelou did not accept this 

insult. The description of women here is built on hatred, discrimination, and 

racism. 

The research proves that Angelou asserts and recommends that black 

women can only attain their independence through work and education 

instead of childbearing and housework. Her poetry shows her sense of racist 

oppression that African American have been subjected to. She is also aware 

of sexist oppression that she realizes through her own experience. As she 

was a victim of sexual abuse when she was a child. She also worked as a 

prostitute for two years. Angelou’s poetry exposes and resists both sexism 

and racism. She believes that gender inequity will not be achieved unless we 

get rid first of racial inequality. The researcher concludes that women are 

able to behave like men, simply, because women, although considered as 

powerless social group, they can have the same values and strategies of men.  
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